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Does not give medical advice on the show. Answers questions.
Gives examples.
We give very basic information.
RNA Drops is a game changer. Supports cell replication process.

6:11 Want to stay under the radar. Only tell friends and family
Cancer cells are body trying to produce perfect cells.
Total Biology-conflict basis of disease
Cancer is a newer diagnosis.
If cancer cells are slated to be normal, in a toxic body where we
are trying to produce perfect cells is that we just can't do it.

Our body is not less than but Godlike in proportion.
But we don't believe that.
Cells reproducing and trash you create. Some trash can't be broken
down and assimilated. You are changing how everything is

Shift in the lipid system and lymph are going to merge.
Making a new super sugar, more sugar than you have ever known.
Your body doesn't engage the sweetness; it's just sugar.
This sugar cleans things up.
In the cell replication process is where the changes are created.
Dr. Carolyn gives formula for super sugar.
Utilizing more carbon than regular sugars do.
Statements about exhalation changing atmosphere was hard to
wrap my head around until I saw confirmation on weather
channel.
Example breathing out in rain dance by Native people.
Excited about the Drops that so many environmental changes
from the Drops are real.
Cell-8 patent  because of testimonials of cancer disappearing.
It's about taking out the trash first.

Junk backup is what creates aging. Have to use it junk because
it doesn’t go away.
Overcome by healing reaction as tumor breaks down and 
can't detoxify that.
Chromosome 14 anomaly - limits RNA to replicate within the gene.
RNA is not doing its job properly - rejection of non-physical.

23:18
Gone beyond Chinese medicine.
Offering formulas so people can remain healthy.
In China doctor only gets paid when people stay well.

24:50 RNA Drops is more than what I thought was going on
No side effects.
Navigating the 60s without drugs and sex.
Euphoria of discovering new potentials.
I-Cell defined the punk rock movement.

http://drcarolyndean.com

Talks about ReAline and ReLyte for detoxification.

processed, says iON.

Completement formulas clean up the junk.

Former professional athlete on Completement Formulas

http://drcarolyndean.com/


28:02 CO2 levels and atmosphere changes 
Dupes member posted article from Australia
Climate shocker CO2 rising and causing deserts to bloom with
green.
I-Cell and I-Block experiments about aspects of project that are
creating life and greenery
Put it on your plants and they get greener and grow well.
Chickens producing double yolks.
Improvements by default

34:39 88 year old Dad broke hip and walks with walker
Losing blood; not sure where or why
No results of tests
Inside of eyelid is very pale.
Ideas he is anemic and losing blood from the stomach high up.

Cayenne pepper can stop bleeding everywhere in the GI Tract.
One capsule once or twice a day.

What about Magnesium? Everyone should be on magnesium.

Whole protocol does remove cancer.
I've been taking the drops and have come a long way in the last 
year after pancreatic cancer moved into the liver.
If you get a chance, add the other things.
Always enhancing yourself.
Pancreas is your relationship to your inheritance; liver is fear of
diagnosis in Total Biology.
Step back from cancer as being a fatal condition; instead it's a
condition that is there to help solve a problem.

40:55

calcium. 

RNA Drops if it's other than calcium build up.
43:10

Get frequency into body and not stuck in ear.

of my body.
45:00 Life threatening peanut allergy

Can't say this as a doctor.

Stress conflict causes it.
Use them not to say that this is going to cure the allergy.

49:55 RNA has definitely changed the way my body processes junk

enzyme readings. It hurt bad. Felt very sick. Lymph nodes hurt.
My body was rejecting small amounts of the drug.

Did they do colonoscopy? No, he refuses invasive.

Rna Drops will make perfect cells.

Whole completement formula if you can afford it.

Would RNA Drops help dealing with tinitus?
Build up of calcium in the bones of the ear; ReMag will dissolve

Drops ReMag in their ear.

Radio Free iON on achieveradio.com
Tinitus are frequencies.

Reframe it as a frequency that I should drop into another part

Fear of peanuts, may even be pre-birth

Was on effexor on lowest dose, I started to get high liver



The body trying to get rid of a toxin you are taking every day.
Lipids going through lymph or something. Has anyone else
had this happen?
Lipids do move through the lymphatic system.
Putting junk directly into the lymph where it can be excluded.
Effexor does have fluoride which pulls magnesium.
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